
A Toolkit for 
Decentralized Governance



Today, the most effective 
collaborations are decentralized.

Having distributed decision-making power rather 
than concentrated power in a central authority.

Decentralized
/de·cen·tral·ized/ - verb



The internet has lowered the cost 
of sending information anywhere 
in the world.

The result: large, decentralized information networks have 
gained prominence.

We have social networks, news networks, video networks, 
and code networks, all leading their industries, all with 
millions of contributors.



Blockchain is lowering the cost of 
trustworthy internet transactions.

The expected result: decentralized networks will 
increasingly take on concrete problems.

Large, decentralized networks for managing public goods, 
companies, banks, and communities are coming.



The missing piece is governance 
infrastructure.

The internet sends information cheaply.

Blockchain guarantees the information is trustworthy.

Governance combines those trustworthy messages into coherent 
decisions, so large networks can allocate funds, change code, and 
directly affect the world more than ever before.



Decentralized governance 
infrastructure must be scalable 
and resilient.

The larger the network, the harder it is for decisions to 
reflect all members’ views.

Good decentralized governance scales to millions while 
making decisions that accurately represent the group.



DAOstack is building decentralized 
governance infrastructure.



Accessible
Everything happens online.

Secure & Transparent
Financial and voting transactions on blockchain.

Resilient & Scalable
The Holographic Consensus protocol* ensures any 
subset of the group will accurately represent the 
whole, letting proper decision-making scale.

*Explained in detail later

All the features of good 
decentralized governance



DAOs (Genesis, dxDAO)
Decentralized Autonomous Organizations built for any collaborative purpose.

DApps (Including Alchemy)
Decentralized applications for interacting with DAOs.

ArcDB
Decentralized databases for applications.

Arc.js
Javascript library for easy Dapp development.

Arc
All the Ethereum contracts needed for building DAOs.

Infra
The core modules of decentralized decision-making for any purpose.

A full-stack solution
The best solutions will evolve over time, so we’ve built flexible 
infrastructure for every layer of decentralized governance:



Alchemy is the first Dapp built on the stack, and it is 
managing live DAOs right now. Features include:

DAO governance on Alchemy

Proposals for any kind of 
project, created and voted 

on by the community

Voting-power, known as 
Reputation, distributed 

meritocratically

Scalability & resilience 
through Holographic 

Consensus



Holographic Consensus
This protocol helps DAOs prioritize their most value-aligned 
proposals, even with millions of members.

People stake GEN on which 
proposals the DAO will pass.

After a few stakes, a proposal highly 
predicted to pass will move to the 
top of the list, where voters will vote 
on whether to pass it.

When a vote finishes, people who 
predicted correctly make a profit on 
their stake.GEN is a cryptocurrency for collective 

attention in DAOs

This incentivizes people to correctly predict what DAOs 
care about, and lets DAOs make good decisions without 
requiring everyone to vote on everything.





Open Source
DAOstack is open source. Anyone can contribute to any layer of 
the stack, and anyone can create a DAO.

Effective
We know it’s impossible to get the perfect solution right away: 
we’ve built DAOstack to encourage the natural selection of the 
most effective governance structures over time.

Interoperable
DAOs are interoperable and can easily share membership and 
work together.

A communal approach



Joining the
DAOstack
Community



For decentralized governance fans:

Join the Genesis DAO

Genesis is DAOstack’s community DAO and one of the first DAOs 
managing real funds. The core of Genesis is its:

Advance the decentralization movement 
and grow a thriving network of DAOs

Decentralized governance enthusiasts, 
DAOstack community members, 
DAOstack team

~10k USD / month from DAOstack 
Technologies

Community Mission Funding

Learn about joining Genesis here.
Genesis has executed 120+ proposals and grown by 100% in the past 6 months

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1wRZ1x1-xwPkYMp0uElJJ9yIDtYJBG2VhY66P6KBRmfM/edit#


Start your own DAO

Learn more here.

The world’s most influential projects are user-driven. A DAO is a great way to turn 
a passive community of enthusiasts or users into an active, productive one.

An initial goal for your DAOAnyone who already follows or participates 
in your group

Budgets are flexible, but we recommend 
5-10k USD / month

Community Mission Funding

You can launch a DAO for your community as part of our Community 
DAO program. All you need is:

For community leaders:

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1wRZ1x1-xwPkYMp0uElJJ9yIDtYJBG2VhY66P6KBRmfM/edit#


For developers:

Build on the Stack

Contributions to all layers of the stack are welcome, and can even be 
funded via submitting a Genesis DAO proposal:

Voting, voting rights, and other 
core pieces of governance

Full smart contract library for 
building DAOs

Dapps like Alchemy provide 
frontend interfaces for DAOs

JavaScript library for 
accessing Arc contracts

Get start with our Hackers Kit.

Infra Arc DAppsArc.js

https://github.com/daostack/DAOstack-Hackers-Kit


Partners building on DAOstack

Liberland PolkadotGnosis



The Collaborative Economy
DAOstack is designed to underpin an ecosystem of 
decentralized organizations, interoperable DAOs that 
share talent, ideas, and learnings with one another.

We envision hundreds of millions of people participating 
in a collaborative, decentralized economy in which no one 
wields a disproportionate amount of power and the work 
being done matches real-world needs closer than ever.

We’re excited to be part of the new 
collaborative economy, and we 
hope you’ll join us.



Learn more about DAOstack

Build on the DAO stackJoin the Genesis DAOStart a Community DAO Read More Follow us on Twitter

https://daostack.io/community
https://daotalk.org/
https://twitter.com/daostack
https://github.com/daostack

